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Version With Full Crack.It was an open secret that Marine veteran Adam Schott,
the father of “Empire’s” photographer-turned-actor Jussie Smollett, had had some
sort of falling out with the show’s creator and showrunner Danny Strong, Variety
has confirmed. Even after having their 12-episode first season praised and named
a best TV show of the year by The Hollywood Reporter and The Hollywood
Reporters TV Editor-at-Large Michael Ausiello, Schott and Strong were always
feuding in the media. When the show debuted, Schott was angry at the show for
casting the dark-skinned actor, who was best known for playing a role as the son
of Dr. Dre in the 2001 biopic “The Choice,” but had no previous acting credits. (As
it turns out, his casting was also a nod to his role as a nephew in a 1989 film with
Kim Basinger, Daniel, Prince of Peace, that also starred the late Donald Sterling.)
“Empire” said that it considered Schott’s contention that he had been
“blackballed” by Strong to be inaccurate. Schott, as they say in the Midwest, “got
wind” of the former Marine’s response, and made it known. “He’s still being told
to his face, on a daily basis, that he didn’t get the role because he’s black,”
Schott said in October, 2018 to The Los Angeles Times. “He’s a racist piece of
shit.” Following Strong’s first season, Schott, who is biracial, felt “blackballed” as
a result, even though his official complaint had been mischaracterized by the very
people who accused Strong of blackballing him, calling him a racist for refusing to
cast a black actor. It’s apparent, as Variety reports, that Schott and Strong did
have more of a feud after season one wrapped, going back in time to their
collaborations on the canceled series “Rush Hour.” And it was
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